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war   there was a new outburst of ballad writing,
speech making, and journalism, much of it having
great power and intense conviction.    It was the litera-
ture of a revolution, having the hot revolutionary
passion,   wakening   emotions,   sometimes   generous,
sometimes hateful:   but it was always a literature
devoted to an end outside literature :  and even when
the emotion was sincere it had the verbal insincerity
of rhetoric.   A literary reaction against this rhetorical
Irish literature set in.   Two men who were lads when
the revolution began were the chief forces in it-
Douglas Hyde and W. B. Yeats.   Both preached a
culture whose end was purely cultural:   but one had
to aim at a more concrete achievement.    Hyde set
out to preserve and to restore the dying Gaelic speech :
and for this, organisation was necessary.    Yet when
he with fellow-helpers created this organisation, they
made it their ideal to keep clear of politics.    Yeats,
who found literature in Ireland the tool or weapon of
political organisations, began to make an Irish litera-
ture which should be its own end, and which, since
pure literary work is very individual, would necessarily
be   recalcitrant   to   organisation.    Both   men   were
Protestants   of   Anglo-Irish   stock;    both   strongly
nationalist by sympathy:   this gave them a central
position.   By origin and by associations both were
far nearer to Trinity College than to the intellectual
centres of   Catholic Ireland:  but it was chiefly m
Catholic Ireland that Hyde found support for his
propaganda.   Trinity College looked askance at the
Gaelic movement:  Mahaffy, the most versatile of its
intellectual chiefs, did not include a knowledge of
Irish in his wide range of accomplishments and decried
petulantly the value of what he had not troubled to
study.   The  elder Nationalists  too  who  had  been
brought up on the culture of a controversy conducted
solely in the English tongue were not over-friendly
to  a  movement  magnifying  the  importance  of  a
national possession which they had neglected:  while

